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Occam’s shadow: levels of analysis in
evolutionary ecologyÐ where to next?
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abstract Evolutionary ecology is the study of evolutionary processes, and the ecological

conditions that in¯ uence them. A fundamental paradigm underlying the study of evolution

is natural selection. Although there are a variety of operational de® nitions for natural

selection in the literature, perhaps the most general one is that which characterizes selection

as the process whereby heritable variation in ® tness associated with variation in one or

more phenotypic traits leads to intergenerational change in the frequency distribution of

those traits. The past 20 years have witnessed a marked increase in the precision and

reliability of our ability to estimate one or more components of ® tness and characterize

natural selection in wild populations, owing particularly to signi® cant advances in methods

for analysis of data from marked individuals. In this paper, we focus on several issues

that we believe are important considerations for the application and development of these

methods in the context of addressing questions in evolutionary ecology. First, our traditional

approach to estimation often rests upon analysis of agg regates of individuals, which in the

wild may re¯ ect increasingly non-random (selected) samples with respect to the trait(s) of

interest. In some cases, analysis at the aggregate level, rather than the individual level,

may obscure important patterns. While there are a growing number of analytical tools

available to estimate parameters at the individual level, and which can cope (to varying

degrees) with progressive selection of the sample, the advent of new methods does not

reduce the need to consider carefully the appropriate level of analysis in the ® rst place.

Estimation should be motivated a priori by strong theoretical analysis. Doing so provides

clear guidance, in terms of both (i) assisting in the identi ® cation of realistic and meaningful

models to include in the candidate model set, and (ii) providing the appropriate context

under which the results are interpreted. Second, while it is true that selection (as de® ned)
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operates at the level of the individual, the selection gradient is often (if not generally)

conditional on the abundance of the population. As such, it may be important to consider

estimating transition rates conditional on both the parameter values of the other individuals

in the population (or at least their distribution), and population abundance. This will

undoubtedly pose a considerable challenge, for both single- and multi-strata applications.

It will also require renewed consideration of the estimation of abundance, especially for

open populations. Thirdly, selection typically operates on dynamic, individually varying

traits. Such estimation may require characterizing ® tness in terms of individual plasticity

in one or more state variables, constituting analysis of the norms of reaction of individuals

to variable environments. This can be quite complex, especially for traits that are under

facultative control. Recent work has indicated that the pattern of selection on such traits

is conditional on the relative rates of movement among and frequency of spatially

heterogeneous habitats, suggesting analyses of evolution of life histories in open populations

can be misleading in some cases.

1 Introduction

If a population has variation among individuals in one or more traits aþ ecting

® tness, and if this variation is to some degree genetically heritable, then the

distribution of these traits may change in predictable ways over generations. This,

of course, is the process of natural selection (Endler, 1986). Perhaps the most

fundamental task in evolutionary ecology is the estimation of diþ erences in ® tness

amongst individuals. Over the past 20 years, we have developed growing expertise in

the ability to estimate a variety of demographic parameters relevant to characterizing

® tness (e.g. survival rate, recruitment rate), particularly using data collected from

marked individuals in the wild (Endler, 1986; Manly, 1990). Schwarz & Seber

(1999) recently completed a comprehensive summary of the current `state of the

® eld’ of methods used in estimation from marked individuals. Earlier reviews by

Lebreton et al. (1993), Clobert (1995) and Lebreton (1995) provide an additional

perspective. Yet, despite signi® cant advances in our ability to estimate various

parameters, we believe there is reason to consider several conceptual issues relevant

to the application of these methods to questions in evolutionary ecology.

At present, many of the estimation procedures currently in wide use rely on analysis

of aggregations of individuals. In some cases, this is perhaps quite reasonable. Often,

we group individuals based on an a prior i expectation that they share a common

(perhaps heritable) trait of interest, and that the groupings of individuals may suc-

cessfully account for the major axes of variation in the data (e.g. allowing for diþ er-

ences among age classes). However, one of the classic generalizations in evolutionary

ecology is that selection operates at the level of the individual, although the pattern

of selection can frequently be modi® ed by higher levels of organization (family units

and other forms of social structure, for example, can often in¯ uence the ® tness of an

individual within the group; Reeve & Keller, 1999; Clobert 2001). Evolutionary

ecology is implicitly concerned with heterogeneity, since selection operates on

diþ erences among individuals. Notably, many of the recent advances in estimation

and modelling have been focused on accounting for sources of heterogeneity among

individuals, in some instances by increasing the dimensionality (structure) of the

models. However, in cases where the groupings based on a prior i criterion are ortho-

gonal to, or at least covary in unexpected ways with biologically relevant groupings,

then aggregate-based techniques may not adequately address heterogeneity.

However, increasing technical capability to accommodate heterogeneity does not
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reduce the need for careful consideration of the choice, and the interpretation, of

a particular analytical method. In fact, we submit that the ability to estimate

robustly a variety of parameters of potential interest to evolutionary ecologists

should increase the degree of attention given to the underlying theoretical consid-

erations motivating the study.

In this essay, we consider some of the signi ® cant analytical and conceptual

challenges that we suspect will require careful consideration in the future. In

particular, we focus on the general question of `levels of analysis’ , with reference

both to the increasingly sophisticated array of analytical techniques, which are

available, and to underlying conceptual issues in evolutionary ecology. Our inten-

tion throughout is not to provide de® nitive answers, or exhaustive review, but

rather to provoke renewed discussion of what we submit are some key issues, and

to make a few general suggestions for future consideration.

2 Levels of analysis Ð seeing the trees despite the forest

The question of whether modelling and estimation should be focused on aggregates

of individuals, or on the individuals themselves is very much at the heart of

evolutionary ecology. In fact, this basic dichotomy (for purposes of convenience)

also has strong parallels in modelling, and in the statistical theory of data analysis

in general. The following example clearly illustrates several of the basic issues

(described in Brown, 1995; pp. 16- 17).

An odorous gas is released into a room, and individuals sitting in the room are

asked to indicate when they ® rst sense the gas. Those individuals sitting nearest to

the point of the release will typically indicate detection ® rst, followed by a `wave’ of

detection-responses over time with increasing distance from the point of release. Of

course, this pattern re¯ ects the random diþ usion of the gaseous particles from an

area of high concentration (at the point of release) to an area of lower concentration.

Clearly, the pattern of movement of the gas could be assessed at a variety of levels.

Each individual gas molecule took a speci® c path (over space and time), the process

of which was governed by a number of factors, including interactions with other gas

molecules. It might be possible to characterize the physical `rules’ governing those

interactions, from which a `mechanistic’ model could be constructed to describe the

dynamics of the `population’ of gas molecules under a speci® ed set of conditions.

Alternatively, the `average’ behaviour of individual molecules can be studied, and a

`phenomenological’ model based on statistical mechanics can be derived to charac-

terize the pattern, if not the process, of diþ usion of the gas through the room.

Which is the `appropriate level’ for analysis Ð should diþ usion of gases be

considered (analysed, modelled) from the perspective of individual molecules, or

from emergent properties at the population level? While the answer clearly depends

on the question, at least to some degree, whatever decision is made has signi® cant

consequences in terms of the parameters we need to estimate, and the means by

which they are estimated.

2.1 Occam’s shadow Ð model complexity, parsimony, and individual diþ erences

`Everything should be as simple as possible, but not simpler’

Albert Einstein

`Science may be described as the art of systematic over-simpli® cation’

Karl Popper
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Many decisions concerning model complexity re¯ ect this basic contrast between

`phenomenological’ models and `mechanistic’ models; the former generally attempt

to describe faithfully the dynamics at population or higher organizational scales,

while the latter attempt to describe ¯ exibly the dynamics at a variety of scales

( Judson, 1994). The relative merits of either approach arguably rest on the degree

of coupling of processes operating at diþ erent organizational scales. For example,

some behavioural choices (e.g. where to forage) may have a strong `bottom-up’

in¯ uence on the long-term dynamics of the population, so a robust population

model might need to incorporate these individual behavioural decisions. Alterna-

tively, some processes at the individual level may be only weakly coupled to higher-

level dynamics, and perhaps can be safely ignored (or abstracted into more

phenomenological models; Caswell & John, 1992).

The distinction between phenomenological and mechanistic models can be

viewed, at least structurally, as a question of the most appropriate degree of model

complexity, for a given purpose. For example, comparatively simple phenomeno-

logical models may be more eý cient (in some senses) than complex models in

prediction of stationary multi-year time series of population dynamics (as in the

example of modelling the diþ usion of gaseous molecules described earlier). How-

ever, non-stationary dynamics generally require models that are more complex

(Turchin, 1990; Botsford, 1992; Judson, 1994).

Perhaps the best-known example of this in ecology involves the modelling of

density-dependent population dynamics. The ubiquity of density-dependence as a

logical necessity in biological systems is beyond debate, although the form by

which density operates on the population remains frustratingly elusive, and often

vague. To some degree, this diý culty has motivated the adoption of a parsimonious

approach to incorporating density dependence into models of population growth.

In fact, the commonly used logistic (Verhulst) equation

dN

dt
5 rN ( 1 2

N

K )
is merely the smallest number of terms of a Taylor expansion for dN /dt that can

satisfactorily characterize regulated population growth (Lotka, 1925), and thus is

arguably the most parsimonious model describing the phenomenon of regulated

growth.

However, despite the simplicity of this expression, the logistic growth model itself

is not a particularly realistic one, and naõÈ ve application of it can lead to all sorts of

spurious conclusions. The biggest weakness of the logistic model is that it is entirely

phenomenological; it is entirely motivated by the abundance dynamics of the popula-

tion, and contains no information whatsoever concerning the interaction of the popu-

lation (at any organizational level) with the environment. For example, the `carrying

capacity’ K contains no real information about the environment, but is simply the

equilibrium density of the population under density-dependent feedback (Berryman,

1992). Further, the logistic equation is a ® rst-order model; while such models may

be adequate for characterizing the dynamics of populations that are regulated around

a stable-point equilibrium (Turchin, 1993), they are inadequate for modelling multi-

dimensional and generally non-stationary dynamics (Ginzberg et al., 1992). As noted

by Turchin (see also Botsford, 1992; Getz, 1993; Taneyhill, 1993), the addition of

any `mechanistic’ feature describing individual behaviour will satisfy the need to

accommodate higher dimensionality (Ginzberg et al., 1992).
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To some degree, this consideration is the conceptual motivation for the increase

in interest in individually based models (Huston et al., 1988; Botsford, 1992;

è omnicki, 1988,1992; Wilson, 1998). The addition of one or more dimensions in

ecological models to accommodate diþ erences among individuals has been strongly

paralleled by, and indeed has perhaps partially motivated, increasing interest in

analytical methods for `accommodating’ individual heterogeneity in estimation of

various demographic parameters.

2.1.1 The danger withinÐ ignoring heterogeneity. Perhaps the best-known example

of clear diþ erences between patterns described in aggregate and in individuals

concerns senescence (Vaupel & Yashin, 1985a,b,c; Service, 2000). There is a very

large body of literature devoted to trying to explain the presence of senescenceÐ

the progressive decline in one or more components of ® tness with age, after

some threshold age is reached (e.g. Hamilton, 1966; Partridge & Barton, 1993;

Charlesworth, 1994). While senescence of several ® tness traits has been demon-

strated conclusively in the laboratory, there are few clear demonstrations in the

wild (McDonald et al., 1996). For example, consider the potential for senescent

declines in survival. Often, there is little if any evidence of such senescent declines

with age. The possible reasons for this are many, but the most obvious are that the

sample of individuals living to older ages gets progressively smaller, so there is a

basic statistical issue of diminishing sample sizes.

However, the concept of `quality’ can also be invoked as a `reason’ underlying

the failure to ® nd evidence of senescence. Suppose, for example, the population

studied is composed of individuals with diþ erent `baseline’ survival rates (e.g. each

individual has its own mortality risk; Service, 2000). The term `baseline’ is used

to describe the individual’ s survival rate at the start of the study (at birth for

example, or at the start of reproductive life if the analysis is restricted to individuals

that recruited into the breeding segment of the population). Here, we assume that

`quality’ re¯ ects diþ erences among individuals in baseline survival. Further, assume

that survival decreases at older age (i.e. there is a senescent decline) in every

individual. This can be visualized as a set of parallel curves describing variation in

survival as a function of age, where each curves corresponds to one individual.

Last, suppose the sample of individuals ringed as o þ spring represents a random

sample with respect to bird `quality’ . As individuals with lower survival rates die

earlier, the composition of the sample progressively changes with time (or age at

the level of cohorts). The progressive increase in the proportion of individuals with

higher baseline survival rates results in increased survival assessed in the aggregate.

Depending on the initial proportions of individuals of diþ erent quality, the average

survival rates in older individuals (this subsample is mostly composed of higher

quality individuals) may be higher than the average survival rate corresponding to

younger age-classes (where the sample includes a higher proportion of lower-

quality individuals) even though the survival rate of each individual actually

decreases at older age. In this situation, senescent declines expressed within

individuals are masked when addressed in the heterogeneous aggregate. This

phenomenon has motivated considerable eþ orts to describe the genuine in¯ uence

of age on survival in human populations using frailty models (e.g. Manton &

Stallard, 1981, 1984; Manton et al., 1981; Trussell & Richard, 1985; Hougaard

1986, 1991). Interestingly, Vaupel & Yashin (1985b) noted that heterogeneity

among individuals could lead to an apparent decrease in survival at the aggregate

level in older age-classes (i.e. apparent senescent decline), while survival actually
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increases at the individual level. The possibility that genotypes that do not senesce

and others that do coexist in populations has been proposed by Carey et al. (1992)

and Curtsinger et al. (1992).

Other examples are well known to most people working in evolutionary ecology.

For example, the increase in fecundity with age is ubiquitous in many species of

birds (and indeed is often invoked as a selective pressure favouring delayed breeding

in some speciesÐ see below). Is the increase in fecundity with age a function of an

increase within individuals, or is it an artefact of analysing a progressively `selected’

sample? The increase in fertility with age could re¯ ect an increase in the proportion

of good `quality’ birds in the population, which happen to also have higher fertility

(Curio 1983; Wooller et al., 1990; Forslund & PaÈ rt, 1995). This hypothesis of

diþ erences in individual quality becomes important at several levels, and is an issue

we will revisit at various points in this paper.

In addition to the simple example of detection of senescence detailed above, access

to individual heterogeneity is important for several reasons. First, the range of vari-

ation in ® tness components among individuals (after accounting for the in¯ uence of

variables such as age, time or sex for example) is of particular interest in evolutionary

ecology. As emphasized earlier, the question of heterogeneity can be addressed at

several levels relevant to evolutionary ecology. For example, changes in variance in

individual response (e.g. breeding performance) over the lifespan of the individual

(Lin et al., 1997) may provide insight into the in¯ uence of experience on reproduc-

tion for example. Second, failure to account for heterogeneity among individuals can

lead to failure to detect the in¯ uence of covariates in statistical analyses (Bryk &

Raudenbush, 1992). Similarly, failure to account for heterogeneous variances among

groups in the trait addressed can have the same consequence. Referring to the ques-

tion of detection of senescence, heterogeneous variances among groups (e.g. sex) in

baseline survival rates for example may explain why senescence has been detected in

some groups and not the others, as the strength of mortality selection may depend

on the degree of heterogeneity among individuals.

2.2 The grit beneath the gloss Ð estimation in the face of heterogeneity

It is clear from the preceding discussion that analysis in aggregate can potentially

obscure important patterns. In this section, we consider the problem of hetero-

geneity from a more technical perspective. We begin with analysis of a simple

example involving diþ erences among individuals in age of recruitment. We show

that failure to account for such heterogeneity can lead to signi® cantly biased

estimates of survival in some cases. We follow this with a discussion of some

approaches that have been suggested as possible solutions to individual diþ erences.

2.2.1 Heterogeneity and estimator bias. In his review of various challenges in

the analysis of data from marked individuals, Lebreton (1995) remarked that

`heterogeneity in capture probability tends to bias survival estimates to a relatively

limited extent’ , although it was noted that such heterogeneity can profoundly

impact estimates of population abundance. However, the impact of heterogeneity

in capture rate (and in other parameters) can be important in some cases,

particularly where the pattern of heterogeneity covaries with other demographic

variables (for example, age).

Consider the following example. A sample of individual birds is marked as
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nestlings. Conditional on surviving and returning to the sample area (with probabil-

ity u ), there is some chance that the individual will be encountered on a subsequent

occasion (probability p). Typically, the probability of a given encounter history is

written in terms of these two probabilities only (Lebreton et al., 1992).

However, in many species of birds, (i) individuals are sampled during breeding

(when they are typically easier to catch), and (ii) only breeding individuals return

to the sampling area. Ascension to breeding stage is a permanent developmental

state transition, from non-breeder (i.e. pre-recruit) to breeder (i.e. recruit). The

probability of recruitment is determined by an underlying latent parameter, a.

Let ax be the probability that an individual of age x makes a permanent state

transition from a `pre-recruit’ (a bird that has never bred), to a `recruit’ (a bird

that has bred at least once; this does not necessarily mean it will breed every year,

merely that it has bred at least once). For simplicity, we assume that once a bird

has been `recruited’ , it breeds every year, and that all breeding birds have the same

probability of capture, regardless of the age at which they started breeding (Clobert

et al., 1994). Thus, the probability of the initial encounter following marking

depends on both surviving and being a recruit. For example, consider the encounter

history `101’ . The individual was marked on the ® rst occasion, released, and was

seen again on the third occasion. Assuming that u 1 is independent of recruitment

state, there are two diþ erent ways this history could be achieved (Clobert et al.,

1994; Pradel & Lebreton, 1999): (1) an individual survived the ® rst interval with

probability u 1 (which we know must be true since it was seen on the ® nal occasion),

did not recruit (with probability 1 2 a1 ) by the second occasion, and thus was not

seen on the second occasion, did recruit on the ® nal occasion (with probability a2 )

and was seen on the ® nal occasion (with probability p3 ; thus, u 1(1 2 a1 ) u 2a2 p3 ).

Alternatively, (2) the individual could have survived the ® rst interval, recruited on

the second occasion (with probability a1 ) but was not seen on the second occasion

(with probability 1 2 p2 ), survived the second interval (with probability u 2 ) and

was seen on the last occasion (with probability p3 ; thus, u 1a1(1 2 p2) u 2 p3 ). The

overall probability of the encounter history `101’ then is the sum of these two

expressions, u 1 u 2 p3[a1(1 2 p2 ) + a2(1 2 a1 )].

The presence of recruits and non-recruits in the population constitutes a source

of capture heterogeneity, and is clearly a violation of the assumption that all marked

individuals are equally likely to be encountered, conditional on being alive. At

minimum, the assumption would only hold for recruited individuals (the assump-

tion that capture rate among recruits is independent on age of recruitment may be

reasonable in some situations). To illustrate the potential impact of ignoring

heterogeneity due to diþ erences in age of recruitment, we simulated a data set

where we assumed that a was constant over all years for all individuals in the

population; a 5 0.3. In other words, in any given year, an individual bird is recruited

with probability a 5 0.3. We also assumed that survival and `true’ recapture rate

are constant over time ( u 5 0.85, p 5 0.75), with no `true’ diþ erences in either

among `age classes’ . We simulated encounter histories for a single cohort of 10 000

individuals over seven occasions, and ® t a series of models using the standard

Cormack- Jolly- Seber (CJS) models to the data, following the basic model selection

paradigm espoused by Burnham & Anderson (1998). We used the CJS parameter-

ization since this approach is commonly used for birds marked as young. Our

intent is to consider the degree to which estimates of survival might be biased

using this approach whenever a < 1. The model set included model { u p} (constant

over time for both parameters), since it might be assumed (a prior i) that this will
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be the most parsimonious model given that both parameters were held constant

over time, and that a also did not vary with time.

However, our analysis of the simulated data showed that a model where both

survival and recapture rate were allowed to vary with time, { u t pt }, was the most

parsimonious model in the candidate model set; no other model had any appreciable

degree of support. Estimates for both u i and p i are shown in Fig. 1(a).

Two things are notable. First, the `apparent’ recapture rates increase mono-

tonically over time. Although the latent recruitment rate was ® xed at a 5 0.3, the

increase in apparent recapture rate is expected, since (i) only individuals that have

recruited are potentially catchable after marking, and (ii) there is an increasing

proportion of recruited individuals within a single cohort over time (i.e. there are

very few non-recruits by occasion 5 (i.e. age 5)). The recapture rate estimated for

birds marked as young using the CJS approach is confounded by recruitment rate.

Comparison of apparent recapture rates among age classes can (under certain

assumptions) provide an ad hoc estimate of the parameter a (Clobert et al., 1992,

1994; Pradel & Lebreton, 1999). Second, the estimated survival rate the year after

marking is signi® cantly negatively biased; it is approximately 25% lower than the

`true’ value of 0.85. Further, the estimates for the second and following occasions

tend to initially be higher than the true value of 0.85, eventually declining to

approximately the true value by occasion 5. The magnitude of the negative bias

for the ® rst estimate, and the degree of `overshoot’ of the second estimate is

inversely proportional to a (Fig. 1(b)).

2.2.2 A ® rst step at accommodating heterogeneityÐ structural strati ® cation. Clearly,

there is signi® cant potential for estimator bias in some cases. The preceding

example is particularly striking in that the simulated survival rates were in fact

constant over time. For samples of individuals marked as young, we generally

expect that survival over the ® rst year after marking (oþ spring or juvenile survival)

will be lower than survival in subsequent years (i.e. adult survival). In such cases,

where heterogeneity among age classes is anticipated, it is standard practice to

include a model allowing for such `age’ diþ erences in survival. Such `age’ models

(Pollock, 1981) are often used to accommodate the e þ ects of heterogeneity among

newly marked individuals, and represents what we refer to as a `strati® cation

approach’ Ð the parameterization of the model is strati® ed to allow for speci® c

forms of diþ erences among individuals.

For `true’ age e þ ects, the heterogeneity arises because of maturationÐ survival

rates of young birds are generally diþ erent (lower) from survival rates of older

birds. In such cases, the heterogeneity is temporal or developmental heterogeneityÐ

and occurs within birds. In other cases, the heterogeneity occurs among individuals.

In both cases, `age’ models can often be used to minimize the e þ ects of hetero-

geneity (Burnham & Rexstad, 1993; Pradel, 1993; Pradel et al., 1997; PreÂ vot-

Julliard et al., 1998).

However, in our hypothetical example, such an `age’ model would, in fact, have

been selected as the most parsimonious model, even though there were no actual

age e þ ects on survival in the data! The detected `age diþ erence’ (which would have

been consistent with biological expectations) in this case is actually an artefact of

heterogeneity in the recruitment `states’ of the individuals in the sample Ð some

individuals are recruits, while others are not. Unless this heterogeneity is explicitly

modelled (e.g. Clobert et al., 1994, 1994; Pradel & Lebreton, 1999; Spendelow
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Fig. 1. (a) Estimated survival ( u ) and recapture rate (p) for encounter data (R 5 10 000) simulated in

the presence of variable probability of recruitment (a ; details in text). Parameter estimates from time

dependent Cormack- Jolly- Seber model. (b) Relationship between probability of recruitment (a) and

the magnitude of the bias in estimates of apparent survival ( u ) for the ® rst interval following

marking. Estimates derived from ® tting time-dependent Cormack- Jolly- Seber model to encounter data

dd(R 5 10 000) simulated in the presence of variable probability of recruitment (a; details in text).
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et al., 2002), biased estimates of one or more parameters are a possibility, as this

example clearly shows.

2.2.3 Multi-strata models Ð a generalized strati® cation framework. Recently, Lebreton

et al. (1999) (see also Lebreton, 1995) suggested that a multi-strata approach

(Arnason, 1973; Brownie et al., 1993) may provide a uni® ed conceptual framework

for analysis of unseen events (e.g. recruitment), allowing eý cient use of mixtures

of information, signi® cantly increasing the degree of strati® cation in the model.

The key conceptual step in applying the multi-strata approach as a general

framework is in recognizing that unseen events simply constitute diþ erent strata Ð

individuals move in or out of a particular stratum or state, which may (or may not)

be observable. In the present case, the multi-strata approach allows separate

estimation of survival, recapture and movement between recruitment `states’ . The

capacity to accommodate multiple strata in an analysis signi ® cantly improves the

degree of strati® cation, since it allows explicit modelling of probabilistic transitions

among individuals classi® ed by `state’ .

In the present example, we wish to estimate the probabilities of survival,

recapture, as well as the probability of permanently moving from a pre-recruit,

non-breeding state to a recruited, breeding state (see Pradel & Lebreton, 1999,

p. S76, for details). Fitting a multi-strata model to the simulated data yielded

estimates of u Ã 5 0.849, pÃ 5 0.750, and aÃ 5 0.297, which are essentially identical to

the true parameter values. Our purpose here is not to suggest that multi-strata

models will solve all identi® ability issues (although they do have the potential to

do so in many cases, as this example clearly indicates), merely to point out the

potential problems that can result from not explicitly accommodating heterogeneity

in the analysis. In this case, the heterogeneity can be accommodated by explicitly

including a `movement’ parameter to specify the probability of the permanent state

transition from `pre-recruit’ to `recruit’ .

However, despite the signi ® cant potential advantages in accommodating certain

forms of heterogeneity, and the apparent success in this example, application of

the multi-strata approach, and indeed, ultrastructral strati® cation in general, may

often require speci® c assumptions which, ironically, may obscure potentially impor-

tant diþ erences among individuals. In the recruitment example, we were able to

estimate survival rate despite heterogeneity in recruitment `state’ among individuals

by applying a multi-strata approach, but only if survival rates did not diþ er between

recruitment `states’ (i.e. that survival of a recruit and a pre-recruit over a particular

interval were equal). As clearly noted by Pradel & Lebreton (1999), this is a

particularly strong assumption, particularly in the context of evolutionary ecology,

where the relative survival rate of breeders and non-breeders is central to many

theories of the evolution of this trait (as discussed below). In addition, numerical

convergence required setting the terminal value for a to 1.0 (i.e. assuming that full

breeding is attained at some age). To some degree, both assumptions may simply

represent a limitation of the current state of development of multi-state models

(Lebreton et al., 1999). However, they may also re¯ ect fundamental limitations of

this approach in certain applications ( J. D. Nichols, personal communication).

2.2.4 Fork in the roadÐ where to next? While in some cases the `problem of

heterogeneity’ might be `corrected’ by improved generality (through increasing

strati ® cation) of model structure to data (see above), structural solutions may have

signi® cant technical limitations in many cases. The question of the in¯ uence of
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heterogeneity and strati® cation of data in statistical analysis in general is extensively

discussed in Cohen (1986).

Other approaches may be needed. One obvious candidate is the possibility of

modelling survival as a function of one or more individual covariates (Hoþ man &

Skalski, 1995; White & Burnham, 1999). This would seem to be a logical solution

(at some levels) to accommodating individual diþ erences. However, as noted by

Nichols (2001), use of individual covariates is simply a diþ erent type of strati® ca-

tion, since in eþ ect it aggregates individuals as a function of the covariates included

in the model.

Alternatively, there have been several notable advances in statistical inference

methods to address individual heterogeneity motivated by questions relevant to

other areas of research extensively using longitudinal data (mostly `biomedical,

educational, pharmacological, psychological, and sociological studies’ ; Morrel,

1998). These approaches are generally based on hierarchical random eþ ects and

frailty models accounting for unobserved heterogeneity, often executed in a Baye-

sian framework. Transferring such approaches to the typical situation where

recapture probability has also to be taken into account is a challenge, but this has

been envisioned by Lebreton (1995) as a promising idea (e.g. Dupuis, 1995). In

addition, Pledger & Schwarz (2001) have also suggested the use of ® nite mixture

methods as a method to allow for heterogeneity of survival (where survival

probability is a random variable from a ® nite mixture; heterogeneity is thus

modelled as a random eþ ect). The ® nite mixture approach has the potential to

help estimate the numbers of diþ erent `types’ of individuals in the sample, which

is clearly an important advance.

However, while applications of these approaches hold considerable promise, they

cannot eliminate the reliance on aggregates (Nichols, 2001). It may be that such a

goal is, perhaps, unattainable, and, from a conceptual perspective, undesirable in

the ultimate sense; some level of aggregation may be a prerequisite to conduct any

robust scienti® c inquiry involving retrospective analysis (Nichols, 2001). If correct,

then it may be that the most reasonable approach is to carefully evaluate the

criterion used in allowing for diþ erences among individuals in our analyses.

However, while this might be the most robust approach in retrospective analysis,

strong inference may ultimately require a manipulative experimental approach, to

better delineate sources of variation among individuals (Nichols, 2001). We address

both issues in the rest of this paper.

3 Grist for the evolutionary millÐ heterogeneity and evolutionary ecology

In the preceding section, we discussed the issue of heterogeneity from a decidedly

statistical perspective, considering both the potential implications of ignoring (or

failing to accommodate) individual diþ erences, as well as some possible analytical

solutions. In this section, we consider the broader `conceptual’ role of heterogeneity

in evolutionary ecology.

For the evolutionary ecologist, the ultimate context for estimation is the degree

to which selection and the ® tness diþ erences upon which selection operates

translate into evolutionary change. In the following, we brie¯ y review the basic

concepts underlying this larger purpose, concentrating on some of the fundamental

processes that both contribute to heterogeneity among individuals, and condition

the interpretation of ® tness diþ erences associated with this heterogeneity; in particu-

lar, the genetical context of the analysis of selection. Variation among individuals
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re¯ ects the interaction of the individual genotype with the environment, and

consideration of ® tness diþ erences among individuals ultimately is conditioned on

this relationship. For readers with extensive backgrounds in quantitative genetics,

much of this presentation will be decidedly (and quite intentionally) simpli® ed.

Recent texts by Roþ (1997) and Lynch & Walsh (1997) are comprehensive yet

quite accessible treatments.

We follow this section with consideration of two examples of `typical’ problems

in evolutionary ecology. In both cases, we focus on the relationship between

estimation and interpretation, under the assumption that our ultimate concern is

on the degree to which our results are relevant with respect to the evolution of one

or more traits in the long-term. In particular, we consider aspects of the role

of individual heterogeneity on optimization, selection, and the evolution of life

histories.

3.1 Selection and heterogeneityÐ a short review of the underlying context

Much of our focus in terms of parameter estimation has been directed (at least

implicitly) towards characterizing ® tness diþ erences associated with a particular

phenotype (i.e. analysis of variation of one or more ® tness components, see Endler,

1986; Manly, 1990). Such analyses are undoubtedly familiar to most biologists

and, increasingly, among the statisticians recruited to assist with the analyses. For

example, do large birds have higher survival, do older birds have higher fecundity,

are species with greater levels of dispersal better able to track `patchy’ environments

(either spatially or temporally)?

In eþ ect, such analyses partition (at one or more levels) covariation between

® tness and variation in the phenotype. We will assume for the moment that

`® tness’ can be de® ned and assessed in some unambiguous fashion. The selection

diþ erential S is the diþ erence between the mean phenotypes of the population

before (zÅ *) and after the selection episode (zÅ ):

S 5 zÅ * 2 zÅ

that, for quantitative traits, can be expressed as (Lande & Arnold, 1983)

S 5 cov(w, z)

where w is the scaled relative ® tness (w /wÅ ). Thus, the selection diþ erential (i.e. the

short-term result of selection) can be estimated as the slope of the regression of

® tness w on the value of the phenotype z. Estimated in this fashion, the selection

coeý cient S refers to the degree of directional selection (increasing, or decreasing)

on a particular trait. (Including the square of the deviations of the individual

phenotypes z
2 from the mean permits assessment of change in phenotypic variance

following selectionÐ since the sum of the squared deviations from the mean is the

variance.)

There are several well-known limitations to univariate selection analysis (Endler,

1986; Lynch & Walsh, 1997), but the most notable involves the problem of

selection on correlated characters (Crespi, 1990). How do we know that selection

is acting on the measured phenotype? In some (perhaps most) cases, there may be

another unmeasured variable correlated with the ® rst, such that the pattern of

selection measured against the one trait is signi ® cantly biased by the presence of

the other trait. The solution to this problem is clearly to account for the covariance

among the characters, using a multivariate approach (Lande & Arnold, 1983). In
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the multivariate case, the observed selection diþ erential on a particular trait j, S j ,

will be the sum of the direct and indirect eþ ects of selection (where the indirect

eþ ects are mediated by the covariance among the characters).

S j 5 +
i

P i j b j

where P i j are the elements of the phenotypic (not genotypic) covariance matrix. It

is the phenotypic covariance matrix, P, that re¯ ects the expression of the interaction

of the genotype and the environment; this, ultimately, is the underlying source of

heterogeneityÐ variation among individuals in their genetic constituency, and

diþ erences in the expression of those genes in diþ erent environments (Stearns,

1992; Ro þ , 1997; Lynch & Walsh, 1997).

Estimates of the b j values follow

P b 5 S

b 5 P
2 1

S

which is simply the matrix version of multiple regression ® tness w on trait z.

b 5 P
2 1cov(w, z)

However, demonstrating a statistically signi ® cant relationship between ® tness and

phenotypic variation is merely su ý cient to demonstrate that natural selection is

operating. This is a minimum, but not complete requirement for the evolution of

a particular set of traits. In order for evolution to occur, ® tness diþ erences must

be transmitted (i.e. inherited) among generations (Endler, 1986). Surprisingly,

many studies make only passing reference to a `presumed’ (or assumed) genetic

relationship between the phenotype and ® tness. This oversight can severely compli-

cate interpretation of the results from typical analysis of variation in ® tness

components.

In particular, responses to selection may be constrained by a lack of su ý cient

genetic variation, developmental constraints, or antagonistic pleiotropy among

characters (e.g. Clark, 1987). This awareness has led to an increased appreciation

of the importance of genetic architecture of the population upon which selection

is operating. Genetic structure is typically described by the additive genetic

variance- covariance matrix, G , which estimates the degree to which phenotypic

(co)variation is a consequence of genotype by statistically partitioning total pheno-

typic variation and covariation into components attributable to additive genetic

and environmental factors (Falconer, 1989; Lande, 1982; Lynch & Walsh, 1997).

In order to predict the expected change in the distribution of the phenotype over

the long run (i.e. the pattern of evolution of the trait or traits), we need to have

some estimate of the genetic variance- covariance matrix, G (where the diagonal

elements are the additive genetic variances of the diþ erent characters, and the oþ -

diagonal elements are the additive genetic covariances among diþ erent traits).

Given an estimate of G , then the expected response to selection acting on the

vector z ( D zÅ , where the elements of z are the phenotypic values of the various

phenotypic traits) is (see Lande, 1988; Lande & Arnold, 1983; Price & Grant,

1985; Lofsvold, 1986; references in Lynch & Walsh 1997).

D zÅ 5 G b

5 G P
2 1

s
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More diý cult, however, is the estimation of the structure of the genetic variance-

covariance matrix G . Commonly, G is estimated as the genetic variances and

pairwise genetic covariances of traits measured on adult organisms under de® ned

environmental conditions (the complete structure of G would minimally include

dimensions for ontogeny).

Obviously, it is simpler to estimate the phenotypic variance- covariance matrix,

P. If P is, in fact, a good predictor of G (which it appears to be in some cases,

especially for morphological traits; Cheverud, 1988; Stearns, 1992; Roþ , 1994,

1997) then D zÅ can be estimated, at least in the short-run. Nonetheless, long-run

predictions still require assumptions of constancy of G , which is certainly untenable

at some scales. Unless at least the segregational component of G is variable over

time, no phenotypic evolution is possible Turelli (1988).

Thus, estimates of G , or at least the degree to which P and G covary, are needed

to assess the evolution of traits over the long-run. Within generation, we are focusing

on the process of selection, and require only estimates of the phenotypic variance-

covariance matrix, P. However, we must always be aware that estimating ® tness

diþ erences is not the same as assessing the evolution of a trait. We generally accept

that organisms can adapt to environmental factors in a number of ways. However,

the degree to which any population can change and adapt to environmental

variation is limited (ultimately) by the genetic variation in the population (which

is in¯ uenced to varying degrees by selection, gene ¯ ow, mutation, and genetic

drift), and the plasticity of interaction of individual genotypes with the environment.

In order to characterize the degree to which phenotypic variation in a population

is partitioned between genetic and environmental factors, which is fundamental if

we are to be able to distinguish between proximate mechanisms (natural selection)

and ultimate consequences (evolution), a large sample of marked individuals of

known lineages must be followed, over multiple environments. Systematic variation

in the expression of individual genotypes in diþ erent years can be shown analytically

to re¯ ect diþ erences in the environmental component of the phenotype. Such

changes can attenuate the response of the mean of a trait to directional selection

(e.g. Cooke et al., 1990; Frank & Slatkin, 1992). As such, to study the demography

of a population fully, and to be able to interpret meaningfully the consequences of

selection (and not simply the pattern and process), will require assessment of the

degree to which various demographic traits re¯ ect diþ erences due to genetic or

environmental factors (Endler, 1986; Stearns, 1992; Ro þ , 1997; Lynch & Walsh,

1997).

Of course, we are not suggesting that, in the absence of any information

concerning the additive genetic covariance matrix G , there is no point in proceed-

ing. Studies of the process of selection, robust demonstrations of diþ erences in one

or more transitions (vital rates), are crucial and, in some cases, estimates of

the phenotypic correlation matrix alone may be su ý cient, if applied cautiously

(Cheverud, 1988). We are merely drawing attention to the fact that demonstrating

selection, especially for a single population (on a local scale) is in and of itself only

one part of a larger study of evolutionary ecology, a fact that should condition, and

often moderate, the interpretation of the results. This may be especially relevant in

studies attempting to demonstrate the presence or absence of `trade-o þ s’ , a subject

that we address later.
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3.2 Informed useÐ estimation in the broader context

`I propose some simple mathematical models of. . . . Such models have an

obvious air of unreality when compared to . . . qualitative and verbal

models . . . They have the corresponding advantage of forcing one to make

one’s assumptions clearer. The purpose of mathematical formulation in

this case is almost entirely to clarify the assumptions made.’

John Maynard Smith

The role of theory and, in particular, the use of mathematical models as a way of

codifying `what we know’ or `what we believe’ , has a long, and at times controversial

history in evolutionary ecology. Theory should motivate collection and analysis of

data, the results of which should then be used to revise theory, and so forth. This

process is succinctly described by Nichols (2000). The purpose of a model is an

important consideration. Often, with the purpose clearly in mind, theory can

provide a useful guide to specifying the necessity for estimating certain parameters,

and can often inform the selection of models for inclusion in the candidate

model set.

Given this, theoretical models have an important role in science in demonstrating

the possibilities of certain outcomes of a class of interactions. Such outcomes are

occasionally testable, allowing for refutation of the model (although testability of a

model is not its sole criterion for usefulness). Models are often used to predict the

magnitude and pattern of response of a system to the various processes included

in the model. They may tell us nothing about any individual system; however, they

can help us improve our understanding of the range of possible interactions between

the elements of the system.

In the following, we discuss in some detail two relatively simple examples of

situations where careful theoretical analysis can help guide our approach to

addressing problems in modelling and estimation. Each example represents a

typical analysis that relates, at some level at least, to issues of general interest in

evolutionary ecology. In particular, these examples are intended to demonstrate

the necessity for careful consideration of what parameters are being estimated, and

how the results are interpreted, especially in the larger context of individual

diþ erences, interactions of individuals with their environment, and levels of analysis.

3.2.1 Example 1 Ð age of ® rst breeding. For our ® rst example, we consider estima-

tion of what we will refer to as `age of ® rst breeding’ . There has been considerable

interest in the technical challenges of methods of estimation of this parameter;

recent papers by Schwarz & Arnason (2000) and Pradel & Lebreton (1999) provide

excellent reviews of several important technical considerations.

General interest in age of ® rst breeding can be traced to several fundamental

principles in life history theory. It is well known that the relative growth rate of an

age-structured population very much re¯ ects the timing (schedule) of reproduction

across various age classes, except in stationary populations where the net reproduc-

tive rate adequately characterizes growth (we will assume that this is a rare event).

Early seminal work on the question of the optimal timing of the start of reproduction

can be attributed to Cole (1954). Since their early work, there has been a large

volume of literature devoted to theoretical explorations of age of ® rst breeding (see

recent texts by Stearns, 1992 and Roþ , 1992, for an introduction to much of

the relevant literature). Many of these investigations have considered species with

indeterminate growth, where ® tness diþ erences are often directly related to body
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size. In such cases, timing of ® rst breeding is often considered to re¯ ect the optimiza-

tion of a trade-oþ of increased size (and potential fecundity) by delaying and growing

larger and the increased risks of mortality accrued by delaying (Sibly & Calow,

1983, 1984; Charnov, 1990; Stearns, 1992; Roþ , 1992). Mertz (1971) showed that

in a growing population, any delay in maturation rate reduces k , and will be selected

against in most cases, especially when pre-recruitment survival probability depends

on maturation rate (Caswell, 1989). In fact, increasing population growth strongly

favours individuals with reduced age of ® rst breeding since a reduction in matura-

tion rate will tend to increase k . In contrast, if k < 1 (i.e. in a declining population),

the opposite is true; delaying maturation will act to slow the overall rate of decline

of population growth. Thus, consideration of how age of ® rst breeding might change

due to selection must clearly consider the growth rate of the population (Mertz,

1971; Wiley, 1974). Estimates of realized growth rate of a population are readily

derived using standard mark-recapture approaches (Pradel, 1996; Nichols & Hines,

this volume). However, since it is doubtful that a population will be in decline for

a suý ciently long time such that age of ® rst breeding will be selectively increased,

it is reasonable to conclude that under most conditions, any delay in maturation

will tend to reduce growth, and be selected against. This result is perhaps not

surprising: if an organism waits to breed, it will be more likely to su þ er mortality

without ever having bred. Further, early breeding individuals contribute their genes

to future generations more rapidly than late breeding individuals; this compounding

will infer greater ® tness if in fact age of ® rst breeding is a heritable trait.

However, this is clearly at odds with the observation that in many taxa, age of

® rst breeding is signi ® cantly delayed beyond the age of physical maturation

(Williams, 1992; Charlesworth, 1994). This seems especially true among species

with high adult survival rates and low fecundity (Charnov, 1990, 2000). Why do

some individuals delay breeding beyond the age of physical maturity? For delayed

breeding to evolve, something else must occur; indeed, what is necessary for

delayed breeding to evolve is some `trade-o þ ’ , such that a delay in breeding is

compensated by a change in some other vital rate such that population growth is

actually increased by delaying reproduction. Mertz (1971; following Lewontin,

1965) and Wiley (1974) derived general conditions under which delayed breeding

can evolve in species where physical maturity is reached before breeding (see

Charlesworth, 1994, for a general review; see also Stearns, 1992 for a review of a

similar analysis for taxa with indeterminate growth, and Emlen, 1984, for the

simpler situation of semelparous birth).

We refer to the connection (trade-o þ or otherwise) between delayed breeding

and changes in other vital rates parenthetically, since the way in which these traits

are connected is important for understanding the general issue of the evolution of

a particular life history. In the absence of a `trade-o þ ’ between delayed reproduction

and increases in other vital rates, delayed breeding is unlikely to evolve. Since

delayed breeding is evident in several taxa, it is perhaps log ical to conclude that

some levels of trade-o þ s are operating.

In fact, this is the essence of the `trade-oþ ’ approach to understanding life

historiesÐ the assumption that the life history represents an optimal allocation of

resources among various activities, as re¯ ected in the mortality and fertility

schedule. The principle of allocation (e.g. Levins, 1968; Calow, 1979) provides a

simple motivation for the presence of trade-oþ s when the traded traits compete for

a common and limited resource pool. When nutrient resources are limited,

resources used for one trait will not be available for another and vice versa. This
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logic provides a theoretical justi® cation for the costs of reproduction (Williams,

1966) as well as a possible context for pleiotropic genes to act on reproduction and

growth (Stearns et al., 1991).

Much of the support for trade-oþ s is based on an apparent logical necessity for

such trade-oþ s to exist, as an explanation for the observed variation in life histories.

In some cases, perhaps in general, there is a risk of tautology (logical consistency

of trade-o þ s with life history variation is not proof of their existence). To a large

degree, many studies on variation of age of ® rst breeding (for example) are largely

motivated by an implicit assumption of a trade-o þ between one or more `vital

rates’ , and age of ® rst breeding. For example, a progressive increase in adult

survival might select for an increase in age of ® rst breeding, assuming a negative

trade-o þ between the two traits (Emlen, 1984). Thus, given evidence of increasing

adult survival, due to some extrinsic factors, it might be reasonable to predict a

systematic change in age of ® rst breeding. Such an expectation implicitly assumes

some trade-oþ between adult survival and selection for age of ® rst breeding.

However, there are several important considerations. Trade-oþ s within an indi-

vidual must be true (Tuomi et al., 1983; Emlen, 1984); if an individual is forced

to expend greater energy on one activity, then this necessarily reduces the amount

of energy available for another activity. However, this does not necessarily mean

that trade-o þ s occur among individuals. This is important, since natural selection

operates on the additive genetic covariance among individuals, not from correlations

within individuals (i.e. the G matrix, discussed previously; Endler, 1986; Roþ , 1997;

Lynch & Walsh, 1997). There have been signi® cant diý culties in demonstrating

genetically-based trade-oþ s, especially in wild populations where estimates of the

genetic structure of the population are often unknown (van Noordwijk & de Jong,

1986; Reznick, 1985, 1992; Stearns, 1992; but see Partridge, 1992; Viallefont

et al., 1995).

Further, can we diþ erentiate between restraint (as an evolved `strategy’ ) and

constraint (Maynard Smith et al., 1985; Sih & Gleeson, 1995; PreÂ vot-Julliard et al.,

1999)? Is a particular life history as expressed by a given individual the `optimal

® tness solution’ for that individual (Berrigan & Koella, 1994), or evidence of an

individual `doing the best it can’ ? Is the variation observed in age of ® rst breeding

among individuals evidence of individual optimization, or individual constraint?

It seems clear that in the absence of an estimate of the additive genetic covariance

between age of ® rst breeding and other life history characters, it is diý cult to make

predictions about long-term evolution of the trait, much less to draw robust

conclusions about the causes, and consequences of variation in this trait over time

(Clark, 1987; Dorn & Mitchell-Olds, 1991). As argued by Reznick (1992), simple

phenotypic correlations, as measured on a series of individuals or populations, or

life history manipulation experiments (Nur, 1990), do not provide adequate

estimates of the cost of reproduction (or other trade-oþ s), in the context of

evolutionary theory (but see Partridge, 1992, for an alternative view). The former

method considers both environmental and genetic e þ ects (the phenotype is eþ ec-

tively the expressed interaction of the two), whereas the latter represents analysis

of a ® xed environmental eþ ect, and is generally independent of the genetic

background. Variation in resource abundance as well as in the quality of individuals

(i.e. heterogeneity) may mask underlying genetic trade-o þ s (Bell & Koufopanou,

1986; van Noordwijk & de Jong, 1986). This clearly points towards the need to

consider diþ erences among individuals.

Criticisms regarding interpretation of purported trade-oþ s have been countered
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in many instances by studies involving experimental manipulations. However, there

are also well-known limits to the general utility of phenotypic manipulations, most

notably, the diý culty of interpreting the results of a simple manipulation experi-

ment relative to what might be optimal for a given individual. For example, it is

possible to mechanically delay individual breeding, such that survival of arti® cially

`delayed’ individuals can be compared to survival of a control group that, on

average, bred earlier. However, at the individual level, we do not know if individuals

that delayed breeding `naturally’ would have had lower survival than if they had

bred earlier. (The related question of individual optimization is addressed in the

next example.)

This issue is reviewed in Viallefont et al. (1995). In order to reveal both the

environmental and genetic components of trade-o þ s, one should compare gene-

tically identical individuals along environmental gradients as well as genetically

diþ erent individuals under constant environmental conditions. As Reznick com-

ments, `the mechanism that underlies the response to a phenotypic manipulation

may be diþ erent from the organism’s capacity for evolutionary change. It is this

diþ erence. . . that is crucial’ .

In short, estimates of variation in age of ® rst breeding (or indeed, any life history

parameter) need to be evaluated within a larger context; the ability to estimate a

parameter does not mitigate the necessity for careful consideration of how the

results are to be interpreted. A delay in the age of ® rst breeding, for example,

appears to be constrained to evolve only in the presence of trade-o þ s with measures

of fecundity and survival. In the absence of unambiguous evidence for such trade-

oþ s, how is adaptive variation in age of ® rst breeding to be interpreted? It is critical

to consider whether a study provides any evidence concerning restraint (as indicated

by the evolution of the trait) or simple environmental (perhaps mediated by

phylogenetic limits) constraint (which tells us something about the mechanism,

but not the ultimate consequence) of variation in the parameter. In fact, this point

is implicitly made by Nichols et al. (1994), who note that multi-state models may

be well suited to estimation of the immediate costs of reproduction (see also

Viallefont et al., 1995). In fact, this particular paper is often cited as a good

example of an approach to analysing trade-o þ s, in particular costs of reproduction.

However, Nichols et al. point out `. . . the multi-state estimation models permit . . .

estimation and testing for studies directed at phenotypic correlations’ . They correctly

note (citing Reznick, 1992) that such studies may be inadequate for evolutionary

analysis, unless we have relevant a prior i criteria for classi® cation of individuals

into `quality’ categories, or when combined with manipulative experiments. How-

ever, this may not solve the problem of interpretation (i.e. constraint versus optimal

response), or the relevance of studies focusing on the phenotypic level only.

3.2.2 Example 2Ð state-dependent movements. In the preceding example, the issue

concerned inference and the relationship between trade-o þ s and estimates of

age of ® rst breeding in the presence of heterogeneity among individuals and

environmental eþ ects. In essence, the diý culty relates to the more general problem

of individual optimization.

We consider this issue in the present example, which considers aspects of animal

movement. Animal movement has been of particular interest to ecologists for many

years, perhaps since the nascent stages of the development of ecology as a science.

The challenges of characterizing patterns of movement, in terms of causes, and

consequences, are often complicated in systems where individuals are not easily
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observed, for one or more reasons. Clearly, such situations are familiar to many (if

not most) practising ornithologists, who work with taxa characterized in many

cases by the ability to move. Approaches to the analysis of animal movement using

data from marked individuals have been recently reviewed by Nichols & Kaiser

(1999), and references cited therein. We ® rst outline some of the theoretical

considerations that may be relevant to understanding why individual animals

move. Speci® cally, we consider movement among foraging patches, in response

to diþ erences in individual physiological state. We then discuss some of these

considerations within the context of estimation of movement rates.

Suppose an individual bird must choose between one of several diþ erent `states’ .

These states could be either physical locations (e.g. nesting areas, or foraging

patches), or reproductive states (e.g. breeding or non-breeding), or any other

situation with two or more discrete states among which the organism must choose.

For this example, we will assume that the states represent discrete physical locations

(patches), among which an individual must choose where to reside at a particular

time. Consider a small bird attempting to survive the winter period, which for

convenience we will divide into a number of equal-length time units. At the

beginning of each time unit, the individual bird needs to make a decision as to

which habitat patch to reside in. Each patch is characterized by diþ erences in

relative food abundance, and the risk of mortality, perhaps due to predation. In

many cases, a patch that has abundant food might also be riskier (for example, if

predators focus on patches known to be attractive to birds because of abundant

food; however, see below). A key application of evolutionary ecology to behavioural

ecology is the expectation that natural selection will (in simplest form) optimize

the temporal sequence of patch choices, such that on average most individuals will

select patches that will maximize some ® tness measure. The probability of survival

over any given time period may be determined by the probability of starvation,

and the risk of mortality due to predation, both of which are functions of which

foraging patch is selected. In making a particular patch choice, the individual

balances the competing risks of starvation due to lack of su ý cient energy reserves,

versus the chance that it will su þ er mortality due to predation.

Body size (or, more accurately, physiological condition) is a dynamic variable Ð

and (in this example) is a `state’ in which the animal ® nds itself at the start of each

period. Thus, we are considering two diþ erent states simultaneously Ð the ® xed

`patch’ state among which the individual has to choose to reside, and the variable

individual physiological `state’ (body condition) which motivates the patch selection

made by each bird at each time step over winter. The optimal patch i at time t is

that which maximizes F(x, t, T ), which for the present example is the probability

that the bird survives from the start of period t to period T (where period T is the

® nal time interval), given that at period t the forager is alive, and the value of the

state variable (energy reserves) is x. The optimal sequence of patch selections can

be solved analytically by application of a recursive dynamic programming algorithm,

in a straightforward manner (see Mangel & Clark, 1988; Clark, 1993).

In general, if individuals are acting optimally (which we discuss later) then, for

some individuals at least, the optimal strategy at a given time t may be to move

among the various patches, with the pattern of movements conditioned by energy

state, and time left in the season. Frequently, with increasing time to go until the

time horizon is reached, the decision strategy becomes stationary for given energy

states.

How can this `optimality analysis’ be useful in helping us understand the
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movement and consequences of movement of individuals? Moreover, does such an

approach inform our thinking about what parameters we should estimate, and

how? Even consideration of simple patch selection models usefully highlights

several key points. Speci® cally, we expect heterogeneity among individual birds in

the pattern of movement at a given point in time, conditional on (i) individual

energy state, (ii) the assumption that individuals are acting optimally for their given

energy state, and (iii) that the decisions of any particular individual are made

independently of actions of other individuals in the population. We discuss the ® rst

two conditions ® rst.

Suppose we are interested in modelling the movements of birds, using data from

marked individuals, where location is recorded for all living birds remaining in the

sample area. The preceding analysis clearly suggests that there should be marked

diþ erences in the pattern of movement over the course of the season. Nevertheless,

how can the implicit individual heterogeneity expected under state-dependent patch

selection be accommodated analytically? As noted by Mangel & Clark (1988), since

the process that is being modelled is stochastic, it is not possible for the researcher

to predict the future state, or the actual sequence of decisions of any individual.

Are there any options available if , in fact, the individual state cannot be routinely

assessed? In most situations, state cannot be assigned for individuals that are not

encountered at a particular sampling occasion. Perhaps ironically, at this point, the

simplest option is to test predictions at the population level, by using the model to

derive predictions about the expected proportion of individuals in the population

choosing a particular patch at a particular occasion.

Mangel & Clark (1988) describe a simple technique for doing this. They de® ne

a transition density w(x, t ½ z), the probability that an organism at time t has energy

state x, given (i) energy state z at t 2 1 , and (ii) given that the optimal patch is

chosen between t 2 1 and t. Given a set of optimal decisions c ¢ (x, t), where c ¢ is the

optimal patch to select in period t if the energy state at the start of the period is

x, then

P(x, t) 5 +
z

w(x, t ½ z) P(z, t 2 1)

which can be iterated forwards in time given an initial density P(x, 1). As noted by

Mangel & Clark, this expression describes a non-stationary Markov chain (the

chain is stationary if w(x, t ½ z) is independent of t). The calculation of the transition

matrix w(x, t ½ z) proceeds in a straightforward manner (see Mangel & Clark, 1988,

p. 78). Given P(x, t), the fraction of organisms expected to choose patch i in period

t, fi(t) can be calculated as the sum of the probabilities for values of the energy

state variable for which patch i is optimal

fi (t) 5 +
x

P(x, t) d i, c ¢ (x, t)

where d i, c ¢ (x, t ) is a Kroenecker delta function where d i, c ¢ (x, t) 5 1 if c ¢ (x, t) 5 i, 0

otherwise. This approach is similar to the use of Markov chains and models for

individual histories described by Lebreton (1995).

Clearly, the observed proportions of individuals choosing particular patches at

each occasion will potentially diþ er from expectations for several possible reasons.

Most obviously, the model itself may be an inadequate representation of reality.

However, lack of ® t may also indicate that the ® tness of suboptimal strategies is

not signi® cantly lower than the ® tness expected for optimal strategies, such that

the strength of selection favouring the optimal patch selection strategy is low.
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It therefore appears that one option is to estimate abundance at each patch, at

each occasion, ignoring individual transition probabilities. As we discuss in the

next section, the question of abundance estimation may be increasingly important.

However, perhaps more importantly, this again calls into question the larger issue

of the intent of the estimation of movement rates. Clearly, individuals should make

speci® c movements over speci® c intervals, conditional on being in a particular

physiological `state’ at the beginning of the interval. Suppose we are able to assess

physiological `state’ for each individual at each occasion; following Nichols et al.

(1994), a multi-strata approach might be used to determine whether individuals in

poor condition (lower physiological `state’ ) have a greater propensity to move

among patches, or lower survival, than do individuals in good condition. Nichols

& Kendall (1995) suggested that the application of a multi-strata approach might

be well suited to assessing the costs associated with particular behavioural decisions.

We feel there is some risk that this perspective is too limited in the larger context

of selection on particular behaviours. If a particular movement is sub-optimal for

a given bird, given its condition, then we expect there to be some `cost’ (as

suggested by Nichols & Kendall, 1995). However, if the strength of selection

against sub-optimal strategies is signi® cant, then the likelihood of an individual

bird making a sub-optimal movement will be low (which will be re¯ ected in the

frequency table of speci® c movements) and, by extension, there will be little

evidence for trade-oþ s if indeed individuals are acting optimally. Viallefont et al.

(1995) made essentially the same point, noting that `actual trade-oþ s are certainly

rarer than potential ones, because animals regulate their own reproductive success

(or, speci® cally, various actions which potentially a þ ect their individual ® tness) to avoid

such costs, and because only one strategy is likely to be favored by natural selection.’

This raises the interesting question of selection and optimality, and the role of

individual heterogeneity. The utility (if not relevancy) of optimality models is an

issue that has been debated at length (Gould & Lewontin, 1979; Parker & Maynard

Smith, 1990; Seger & Stubble® eld, 1996). A trait is optimal if the strategy

characterized by that trait (in this case, a particular pattern of movement) cannot

be invaded by an alternative strategy (Orzack & Sober, 1994). A trait is locally

optimal if predictions derived from the optimality model match the observations

collected in the ® eld (statistically), and all or almost all of the individuals exhibit

the same trait. This condition is in fact the critical one; adaptation concerns

variation at the individual level, and consideration of selection and optimality must

consider individual heterogeneity (Orzack & Sober, 1994). Suppose that the

abundance of individual animals in each patch matched closely the relative frequen-

cies predicted by the optimization model (as described earlier; Mangel & Clark,

1988). Yet, without data concerning individual decisions, individual patterns of

movement, it is not possible to conclude locally optimal behaviourÐ optimality is

de® ned with respect to what an individual does (the essence of state-dependent

modelling), not with respect to the average trait of a group of individuals (Orzack

& Sober, 1994). To test the hypothesis of local optimality, multiple measurements

from individuals are required. Heterogeneity among individuals would be consistent

with the hypothesis that selection on the trait has not been particularly strong. As

in our previous comments, our purpose here is simply to urge caution in the

application of increasingly accessible methods for estimation of various parameters.

Theory clearly advances by careful assessment of data collected in the ® eld.

However, theory must also inform data collection and analysis. While a failure to

detect a cost of reproduction, for example, may be attributed to lack of robust
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estimation techniques (Viallefont et al., 1995), it may also re¯ ect the fact that such

negative trade-o þ s are unlikely to occur at all in some cases, especially under

`average conditions’ (Stearns, 1992), except at the intraindividual level. Further,

estimation is necessarily conditioned on the realized sequence of decisions; what

may be more relevant in many cases are estimates of transition rates given a

diþ erent sequence of decisions for that individual.

It is sometimes suggested that theory is based on empirical statements at a high

level of generality. Often, this is regarded as an underlying reason for the palpable

gulf between `theoreticians’ and `empiricists’ , who in the latter instance have

occasionally rejected theory since it fails to account adequately for the individual

heterogeneity observed in the ® eld. Nichols (2001) has suggested that some degree

of generalization (and, by extension, aggregation) is necessary for science to

progress. However, the two preceding examples point clearly to extensions of

`generalized theory’ that are based speci® cally on individual optimization. In fact,

it might be argued that the generality of theory is in fact increased by implicitly

modelling individual decisions. Empirical tests of individually-based theory will

depend to a large extent on our ability to estimate individual-speci® c rates, which

may not be possible in all cases. Further, the covariance between environmental

factors (cues) and ® tness consequences of unrealized responses to those cues is

rarely estimable (Williams & Nichols, 1984; Viallefont et al., 1995). The critical

factor may be in deciding the appropriate level of both theory and empirical test.

As noted previously, in situations where individual decisions may be only weakly

coupled to higher-level dynamics, such decisions might be safely ignored (or

abstracted into more phenomenological models; Caswell & John, 1992). However,

if this is not the case, then it may be important to consider methods for estimation

of individual-speci® c rates, which may require considerable extension of current

methodologies based on analysis of aggregates of individuals. Further, the estima-

tion and interpretation of individual vital rates may be strongly conditioned by

interactions with other individuals, and with the larger environment. We discuss

some examples of this in the next section.

4 The complexities of life Ð some challenges for the future

`The universe is not only queerer than we imagine, but it is queerer than

we can imagine’

J. B . S. Haldane

4.1 Variable states and reaction normsÐ the challenge of measuring selection in a

heterogeneous world

Life history theory and indeed evolutionary ecology in general, is largely the study

of the pattern (and underlying causes) of the particular pattern of variation, at one

of many diþ erent levels. The range of responses of individual organisms to various

environmental factors will ultimately re¯ ect the interaction of the genotype with a

particular environment, and thus characterizing the pattern and consequences of

selection must be conditioned on the particular form of this interaction. Variation

in the phenotype at the population level re¯ ects diþ erences in the underlying

genetics among individuals, as well as the degree to which the phenotype of each

genotype varies in response to environmental change. This general variability in

the phenotype of a given genotype in diþ erent environments is generally referred

to as phenotypic plasticity. The range of variation in the expression of the genotype
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in diþ erent environments is generally known as the norm of reaction (Stearns,

1992, and references therein). While for some traits the phenotype commonly

varies among but not within individuals (i.e. the expression of the trait for an

individual is ® xed after some point in development), for others there is variation

both among and within individuals; phenotypic expression for some traits may vary

signi® cantly (over some temporal scale) within individuals.

The dynamic state variable modelling paradigm discussed in the previous example

rests very much on the idea that the expression of particular life-history traits

depends upon the state of the external environment (e.g. Abrams & Rowe, 1996).

In this sense, Clark & Mangel (2000) argue that dynamic state variable models are

a robust generalization of traditional life-history theory (see also Clark, 1993).

If the phenotype is indeed the vehicle upon which selection operates (Reeve &

Keller, 1999), and if phenotypic variation re¯ ects diþ erences in both the underlying

genetics, as well as environmental diþ erences, then analysis of selection without

controlled experiments, and where the underlying genetic structure is unknown

(i.e. some estimate of the genetic variance- covariance matrix G) will be complicated

by heterogeneous environments. At the extreme, it may suggest that inference

beyond the local environment (i.e. perhaps a single population) is tenuous.

Originally, it was assumed that plasticity limited the degree of selection on the

genotype by providing a `buþ er’ in diþ erent environments, slowing the rate of evolu-

tionary change (Levins, 1968). However, if plasticity is itself under selection, and if

the norm of reaction is genetically based, then plasticity may evolve. In fact, pheno-

typic plasticity has been shown to be highly heritable (e.g. Mazer & Schick, 1991;

Via et al., 1995, and references cited therein). There is also increasing evidence that,

under some conditions, the plasticity of a trait may evolve separately from the mean

of the trait itself (for example, the variation in clutch size as a norm of reaction to

diþ erent environmental conditions may evolve separately from the mean clutch size

itself ). Reaction norms are adaptations to heterogeneous habitat conditions experi-

enced by oþ spring (Stearns & Koella, 1986; Thompson, 1991; Via et al., 1995);

thus, ancestors must experience a range of environments (i.e. o þ spring must disperse

into new habitats with diþ erent environmental conditions) for plasticity to evolve.

Consideration of the optimal reaction norm among diþ erent habitats can mark-

edly aþ ect the reaction norms predicted by traditional life history theory. For

example, delayed age of ® rst breeding is generally expected in situations where

there is high juvenile mortality (Emlen, 1984). However, Kawecki & Stearns (1993)

show that this is only true if growth rate calculated over all habitats (Lebreton,

1996) is decreasing (consistent with Mertz, 1971). Unless this is true, then we

should not necessarily expect delayed maturation in habitats with high juvenile

mortality; such an expectation would depend upon the growth rate of the population

as a whole. Kawecki & Stearns (1993) showed that under `source-sink’ conditions,

where individuals may be expected to move from poor to better quality habitats,

the optimal phenotype in a given habitat depends not only on conditions there,

but is linked to the performance of other individuals in other habitats. Further, the

performance of other individuals may be conditioned upon the abundance of

individuals in the particular habitat (discussed below), and the frequency of habitats

of diþ ering qualities, such that the predicted optimal norm of reaction calculated

over all habitats diþ ers from the optimal life history for each habitat considered

alone. Houston & McNamara (1992) derived essentially the same result, using a

state-dynamics approach. Thus, in a spatially variable environment, ® tness cannot

be considered separately for each habitat, but must be calculated over all habitats
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in which the organism might potentially ® nd itself . Moreover, since most of the

successful oþ spring will originate from the best habitats, and from habitats that are

at high frequency, then natural selection in these habitats can be expected to be

the strongest. Thus, adaptations should be more precise (i.e. there should be less

genetic variation around the optimal norm of reaction) in better and more frequent

habitats.

These results clearly point to the need to consider implicitly the population

structure in any analysis of ® tness and selection, beyond the obvious impacts of

gene ¯ ow (Nichols & Kendall, 1995). It also suggests that the ® tness of a particular

adaptation in a given set of environmental conditions cannot be assessed precisely

without knowledge of the conditions encountered by other members of the popula-

tion. For example, in a given habitat, whether it is better to lay a clutch of two or

three eggs may depend on the pattern and extent of dispersal of oþ spring among

habitats, again suggesting strongly the need for estimates of juvenile dispersal rate.

As noted by Kawecki & Stearns, `the ® tness of a phenotype expressed in a given

habitat cannot be de® ned except in the context of the environmental variation

encountered by the whole population. This result emphasizes the need for thorough

studies of natural source-sink populations and their reaction norms’ (italics ours).

4.2 Frequency- and density-dependence (or, why abundance matters)

While state-variable optimization models can signi® cantly improve our understand-

ing of sources of individual heterogeneity in many respects, several key assumptions

are often made in general application. First, it is often assumed that the risk (and

the probability of reward in terms of energy gain) due to selecting a particular

strategy (say, choosing a particular patch) is ® xed over time. Second, the optimal

sequence of choices is derived for an individual, conditional on that individual’ s

`state’ at a particular point in time. Finally, it is implicitly assumed that individuals

act optimally (at least, on average). Even if an individual state can be assessed at

each occasion, there are still several potential challenges in analysing the pattern of

movement, related to these assumptions.

For example, while it seems reasonable that estimates of risk could be obtained

using standard protocols, in many cases, the estimated probability of survival

implicitly assumes that the risk of mortality for a given individual is independent

of the risk of mortality for any other individual. Even if we simplify the situation

and consider the survival of only males or females, minimizing (or eliminating)

non-independence of mortality among paired individuals, there is still the possibility

that risk of mortality is frequency-dependent. This is especially likely for risk

associated with the probability of predation. In this case, calculating the risk faced

by an individual is signi® cantly complicated by frequency-dependenceÐ estimates

would necessarily have to condition on the number of conspeci® cs in the population

over a given interval over which the individual was exposed to risk. In some cases,

risk of mortality may also be density-dependent, re¯ ecting increased intraspeci® c

competition for other resources, which may increase risk of mortality. Further, it

is also conceivable that other transitions are in¯ uenced by the number of individuals

occupying each patch. In most metapopulation models, dispersal rate (or, the

probability of moving between patches) is assumed to be density-independent.

However, this is inconsistent with the evolutionary expectation that, in many cases,

migration (dispersal) should in fact be density-dependent. If increasing density

within a patch decreases the ® tness of individuals remaining in the patch, then
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® tness-dependent dispersal can be shown to have a strong stabilizing eþ ect on

population dynamics (Ruxton & Rohani, 1998). Again, it is perhaps worth con-

sidering estimation of movement rates among patches conditional on the size of

the population in each patch, either explicitly within the estimation itself, or using

abundance estimates as a covariate in the analysis (as a measure of habitat quality;

see Nichols & Kendall, 1995).

While the stationary solution to this problem is related to concepts of the ideal

free distribution (Fretwell & Lucas, 1970), at least in some cases, this does not

adequately account for changes in the optimal strategy as a function of proximity

to the terminal time-horizon. Clark & Mangel (2000) discuss a variety of ways in

which frequency- and density-dependence can be incorporated into a dynamic

programming framework (see also McNamara & Houston, 1996), although the

solution is potentially diý cult, since it involves calculating a dynamic ESS (evolu-

tionarily stable strategy). However, to further complicate matters, the risk of

predation does not have a simple ESS solution, since the predation risk also varies

as a function of the distribution of predators. It is reasonable to assume that

predators are as free to move among patches as their prey. Thus, the calculation

of the optimal strategy given variation in both predator and prey movements must

consider signi® cant variation in the temporal dynamics of both species, as the

predators follow the prey, and the prey attempt to evade the predators (Hugie &

Dill, 1994; Weber, 1998; Lima & Bedneko þ , 1999). One approach to accommodat-

ing the ephemeral nature of the temporally variable risk (or food supply) is to use

a Bayesian updating approach (Clark & Mangel, 2000; Mangel, 1990), where the

individual bird uses the previous experience to update its estimate of a particular

parameter for a given patch. Not only does this consideration in¯ uence the optimal

strategy for a given individual, but it will also clearly pose signi ® cant challenges for

parameter estimation.

In addition, these general considerations of frequency- and density-dependence

become even more complicated when considered in a higher-order context (e.g.

metapopulation, community), and analysis of selection Ð both conceptually and

technicallyÐ may increasingly require consideration of factors at a much broader

scale than has been traditional (Reeve & Keller, 1999; Dieckman et al., 2001;

Clobert, 2002).

5 Summary

We are at an exciting, and perhaps critical, juncture in our ability to consider the

pattern and process of natural selection in the wild, as part of broader studies in

evolutionary ecology. The considerable advances in our ability to estimate a variety

of important parameters, with recent consideration of methods for estimating

individual latent parameters (in the context of frailty and random-e þ ects models),

have placed us on an unprecedented threshold. With this opportunity comes the

need to consider carefully the appropriate level of analysis, particularly the general

question of individual or aggregate, and the context in which the analysis is con-

ducted in the ® rst place. Not so long ago, much of the debate on several important

issues in evolutionary ecology was cast in quali® ed statements re¯ ecting our `inabil-

ity to estimate parameters of interest’ . Such quali ® cations are increasingly moot, at

least at some levels. This presents us with an important and critical decision Ð now

that we increasingly have the analytical tools, are we ® nally at the point where we

can adequately diþ erentiate theory from tautology? The complexities of analysis in
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wild populationsÐ variable and state-dependent phenotypes, spatial heterogeneity,

density- and frequency-dependenceÐ pose considerable challenges for the future.
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